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Boron Removal from Seawater by Thin-Film Composite Reverse Osmosis 

Membranes 

 

Yasmeen Al Sunbul 

 

Reverse Osmosis membranes have been successfully proven to remove almost 99% of chemicals 

dissolved in seawater. However, removal of certain trace elements, such as boron is challenging 

and relatively low for seawater reverse osmosis desalination plants compared to thermal 

desalination plants. Boron is naturally occurring and is present in seawater at an average 

concentration of 4.5-5 mg/L.  While boron is a vital element, its toxicity has been proven on crops, 

animals and possibly humans. Additionally, boron should be removed to comply with the current 

guideline value of 0.5 mg/L, for drinking water, issued by the World Health Organization (WHO), 

which is barely attained by a single-pass process seawater reverse osmosis plant. Currently, multi-

pass reverse osmosis membrane operations with pH modifications are the only valid method for 

boron removal. However, this is not economically efficient as it requires higher energy and 

chemicals consumptions. The objective of this study was to investigate boron removal by 

commercial TFC RO membranes in addition to custom-made KAUST-synthesized TFC 

membrane. Five membrane samples were examined: Toray, Sepro, Koch, and KAUST in-house 

synthesized membrane. Three different feed pH conditions were used: pH6, pH8, and pH10.  

Filtration experiments were conducted in two parts. In experiment 1, all five membranes were 

examined for boron rejection in a dead-end permeation system, whereas in experiment 2 the two 

membranes with the highest boron rejection from experiment 1 were tested in a cross-flow system. 

Permeate and feed samples were taken continuously and analyzed for boron concentration, 

rejection calculation. Membrane surfaces were characterized according to hydrophilicity, 

roughness and surface charge. The results showed for all the tested membranes that boron rejection 
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increased as the feed pH increased. KAUST, defect-free TFC, showed the highest performance for 

boron rejection for all pH conditions, although, it shows the roughest surface. Toray membranes 

80LB and 80B exhibited the second highest boron rejection and had the most negatively charged 

membrane surfaces. It was observed in this study that the rejection of boron by a membrane is due 

to size exclusion and charge repulsion mechanisms. It was concluded that, the KAUST, defect free 

TFC has the potential to be applicable for boron rejection in industrial application as it has better 

boron rejection than commercially available RO membranes.   
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Chapter 1 . INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the 21st century, water scarcity has become one of the most crucial problems affecting growth 

and health of people. Although water covers 71% of earth's surface, 97% of that water is salt water, 

and only 3% is fresh water. Two thirds of earth freshwater is tucked into polar icecaps or is far 

underground, which is considered relatively unavailable. Numerous studies have estimated that 

around 2.7 billion people suffer from water scarcity for at least one month a year. Around 1.1 

billion people have no access to safe water. The lack of sanitary water is also a common problem, 

2.4 billion people are exposed to diseases due to contaminated water (1, 2). 

 

Water availability encompasses both water quality and quantity. Total dissolved solids (TDS) in 

salty water can represent real dangers to human health, animals and plant growth. Therefore, the 

World Health Organisation (WHO) set a preliminary limit for TDS concentration of less than 1000 

mg/L in drinking water. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has suggested a secondary 

standard of 500 mg/L for drinking water. Seawater has an average TDS of around 35000 mg/L, 

which indicates that most of the available water on earth is too saline for direct use. Table 1.1 lists 

TDS concentration according to various water sources (3). 

 

Table 1.1 Classification of source water according to the quality of dissolved solids. (3) 

Water Source Total Dissolved Solids TDS (mg/L) 

Potable water <1000 

Mildly brackish waters 1000-5000 

Moderately brackish waters 5000-15000 

Heavily brackish water 15000-35000 

Average seawater 35000 
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Regarding water quantity, it is projected that by 2030, the global demand for water would increase 

by around 53%. Proper water treatment can transfer non-usable water into usable water, and thus 

much research has been conducted to develop more sustainable water solution technologies that 

would meet the global water demand and produce high water quality for human consumption. Of 

the developed technologies, seawater desalination emerged as the most sustainable solution (2,3). 

 

1.1.1 Desalination Technologies 

Seawater desalination technologies can be categorized into two main different mechanism 

separations: (i) thermal-based desalination and (ii) membrane-based desalination. Thermal 

desalination technology includes multi-stage flash distillation (MSF), multi-effect distillation 

(MED) and vapor compression distillation (VCD). Membrane desalination technology involves 

electrodialysis (ED) and reverses osmosis (RO). 

 

In the mid 1960s, advanced research in desalination technologies led to an evolution in reverse 

osmosis plants. By 2002, more than 15,000 desalination plants were distributed globally, with a 

total capacity of approximately 86.8 million m3 per day. Nowadays, most of the new desalination 

plants are RO membrane based reaching around 60% of the total world desalination capacity (4,5). 

Figure 1.1 (a) shows the total amount of water produced by both thermal and membrane 

desalination plants. Figure 1.1 (b) shows the global installed desalination capacity by water sources 

(6). It is clear that the use of seawater as feed brine has contributed to more than half of the total 

capacity produced worldwide. Table 1.2 1ists the largest RO seawater desalination plants in 

design/construction (7). 
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Table 1.2 Largest RO seawater desalination plants in design/construction. (7) 

Plant name/Location Capacity (mgd) Plant name/Location Capacity (mgd) 

Fujairah, UAE 45 Cartagena, Spain 17.2 

Carboneras - Almeria, Spain 32 Campo de Cartagena, Spain 37 

Ashkelon, Israel 75 Almeria, Spain 13.2 

Singapore 36 Alicante, Spain 13.2 

 

The financial characteristics and energy consumption are an essential consideration in desalination 

applications. New improvements in RO technologies regarding process design and advanced 

membrane materials have led to a great decline in the cost of desalination. The price of desalinating 

1 m3 of water dropped from $1.5 to $0.6 within 1998 and 2005. Therefore, the energy efficient and 

cost effective characteristics of RO membrane-based make it the first option for desalination 

technology in most countries. However, it is complicated to generalize about these two factors, 

since costs vary depending on the plant site and desired water quality (3). Figure 1.2 shows the 

drop in membrane cost/volume as well as energy consumption from 1970 to 2006 (8). 

              

 

Figure 1.1 (a) Total amount of water produced by thermal and membrane-based desalination 

technology, (b) global installed desalination capacity by water source. (4,6) 
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Figure 1.2 (a) Reduction in membrane cost, (b) reduction in energy consumption for RO. (8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.2 Reverse Osmosis Plants in Saudi Arabia  

All seawater desalination in Saudi Arabia is organized and managed by the Saline Water 

Conversion Corporation (SWCC). The total number of desalination plants is around 30 with a total 

daily production of 7.64 million m3/d across the east and west of the kingdom. Around 14% of the 

total desalination plant are RO process type plants (9). Table 1.3 lists current and future SWRO 

desalination plants in Saudi Arabia including production and current status of each plant (10). 

 

Table 1.3 SWRO desalination in Saudi Arabia. (10) 

Plant 

Location 

Process 

type 

Production 

(m3/day) 

Year of 

Operation 

Plant 

 Location 

Process 

type 

Production 

(m3/day) 

Year of 

Operation 

Jeddah R.O.I RO 48,848 1989 Jeddah R.O.IV RO 400,000 Under 

Design 

Jeddah R.O.II RO 48,848 1994 Haql III RO 9,000 Project 

Launch 

Yanbu R.O. RO 106,904 1999 Duba III RO 9,000 Project 

Launch 

Haql II RO 3,784 1990 Al Wajh III RO 9,000 Project 

Launch 

Duba III RO 3,784 1989 Rabigh III RO 600,000 Under 

Design 
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In 1977, the SWCC of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia signed a contract with the Fluid Systems 

Division of UOP Inc. for designing, fabrication, construction and two-year operation and 

maintenance of a seawater reverse osmosis desalination plant. It was the world's first large scale 

seawater reverse osmosis desalination plant, located in Jeddah. This plant, designed with first and 

second stage units, started operation in 1989 with a production capacity of 12,000 m3/day. Table 

1.4 represents the water characteristics of the Jeddah RO plants. Figure 1.3 displays a schematic 

diagram of a SWRO plant (11,12). 

 

Table 1.4 Water Characteristics for SWRO plant in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (11) 

Property Seawater Product water 

Temperature 32 °C max - 

pH Approximately 8 Approximately 8.5 

TDS (mg/L) 41,200 Less than 1,000 

Chloride, Cl- (mg/L) 22,000 Less than 600 

Sulfate, SO4
2- (mg/L) 2,960 20 

Total hardness (meq/L) 148 1.4-2.8 

Turbidity 0.5-0.6 (as SiO2) 0.3 
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Figure 1.3 Flow diagram of a SWRO desalination plant. (9) 

 

1.2 Problem Definition  

Reverse osmosis membranes have been successfully proven to mitigate almost all TDS from 

seawater to meet the guideline values set by the WHO. However, traces of contaminants that have 

a very small size or uncharged molecules still cannot be efficiently removed by RO membranes. 

Boron removal from seawater is a challenging problem for RO desalination plants. Boron can 

easily diffuse through RO membranes with water, because of its uncharged form. This is not a 

major issue for regions where seawater is not the main water source. Nevertheless, it is a huge 

concern for others who depend on seawater desalination technologies (6). In the Middle East and 

North Africa (MENA) region, there has been and continues to be a significant freshwater shortage 

due to the low annual rainfall. Therefore, seawater desalination technology has dominated to obtain 

fresh water for drinking and irrigation purposes. Boron exists in the MENA region at a relatively 

high concentration of average 5-9 mg/L. Before the 1970s there was no guideline value for boron 

concentration because boron toxicity was not addressed. The first guidelines for boron 
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concentration in drinking water were mentioned in 1993 after its harmful effect was observed in 

animals in laboratory experiments. The WHO recommended a standard value for boron 

concentration of 0.3 mg/L for drinking water. This guideline value was then increased to 0.5 mg/L 

in 1998 (13,14). Table 1.5 presents boron standards in drinking water for several regions. 

Unfortunately, most countries do not comply with the WHO recommended value, mainly because 

it is difficult and/or expensive to remove boron from water to meet the guideline value. Table 1.6 

shows boron rejection results by different academic research groups and RO companies. It must 

be pointed out that boron rejection efficiency using commercial RO TFC membranes is still 

relatively low compared to other dissolved ions under typical SWRO operating conditions. To 

obtain a promising rejection of boron, multiple RO passes are highly recommended by 

manipulation of the pH of feed water (14) 

 

Table 1.5 Boron standards in drinking water. (13) 

Region 
Maximum 

concentration (mg/L) 
Region 

Maximum 

concentration (mg/L) 

Saudi Arabia 0.5 European Union (EU) 1 

United States: Florida 0.63 South Korea 1 

United States: Wisconsin 0.9 Australia 4 

United States: California 1 Canada 5 
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Table 1.6 Timeline of boron rejection results in RO membranes by several research groups since 

2000. (15) 

Year Membrane type pH 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Experimental 

conditions 

Boron 

rejection (%) 

Study 

medium 

2000 

Hydranautics 4040-

LHACPA2 

6.5-8.5 - BW 40% 

RO pilot 

plant 

2001 Toray SUL-C10 9.5 - 

BW with 4 

ppm Boron 

60% Pilot plant 

2001 Toray UTC-80 - 25-30 4 ppm Boron 75-90% Lab-scale 

2008 DOW-SW-30-HR 8.2 23 

700 psi, 5.1 

ppm Boron 

88% Lab-scale 

2008 DOW-SW-30 5.5 25 

290 psi, 5.1 

Boron 

55% Pilot Plant 

2011 DOW-SW-30-2540 8-8.2 16 

39,000 NaCl, 

800 psi, 5.1 

ppm Boron 

85% 

Small-scale 

RO plant 

 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

Most previous research investigated the effects of operating conditions such as feed solution pH, 

temperature, salinity and pressure on boron rejection by RO membranes in attempts to optimize 

the removal of boron in the RO seawater desalination process. 

 

The objective of this study was to examine a variety of RO membrane materials for boron rejection 

at three pH conditions. Additionally, a further objective was to investigate the performance of a 

KAUST-made TFC membrane for this application and compare it to commercial TFC RO 
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membranes. The KAUST membrane was previously developed for gas separation applications; its 

unique feature is a defect-free selective polyamide layer which was expected to have enhanced 

boron rejection. Surface characteristics of the membranes were analyzed to help explain the 

obtained results. Subsequently, the possibility of achieving the required boron level in the 

produced water by single-pass SWRO desalination, with and without elevating the feed solution 

pH was verified. 

 

1.4 Boron Overview  

1.4.1 Boron in the Environment  

In nature, boron is distributed in both the lithosphere and hydrosphere of the earth. In the 

lithosphere, boron exists in the form of borate minerals. The amount of boron in rocks and soil 

ranges from 1 to 500 mg/kg and 2 to 100 mg/kg respectively. In the hydrosphere, boron is found 

as boric acid. The concentration of boron in oceans and seawater ranges from 0.5 to 9.6, and is 

mostly found at approximately 4.5 mg/L, depending on the seawater region, while its concentration 

ranges from 0.3 to 100 mg/L in groundwater (13,16). 

 

1.4.2 Boron Toxicity  

Boron concentration in irrigation water and soils plays an essential role in crop yields and the 

quality of produce. An adequate amount of boron enhances the cell wall formation and provides 

stability to the cell wall matrix. It is also involved in lignification, membrane transport, nucleic 

acid synthesis and carbohydrate metabolism. Although boron benefits the plant growth, the range 

between the required amount and toxicity of boron is very narrow. For example, in sunflowers 0.5 

ppm of boron is required for healthy growth, whereas 1 ppm is certainly toxic.  The forms of boron 
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toxicity appear as, reduction of root cell division, retarded shoot and root growth, and inhibition 

of photosynthesis.  The symptoms display as burned edges, yellowing of the leaf tip and 

accelerating decay. Recent studies also prove that boron at a certain concentration is toxic to 

humans and animals, causing syndromes and diseases in the cardiac system, nervous system and 

alimentary systems (13,16). 

 

1.4.3 Boron Chemistry  

Boron is the only non-metallic element in group 13 of the periodic table. It has an atomic number 

of 5 and its molecular weight is 10.81 g/mol. In an aqueous environment, boron exists as a 

dissolved element in various species depending on its concentration. At low concentrations (<216 

mg/L), boron forms as mononuclear species, boric acid B(OH)3 and borate ion B(OH)4
-. At higher 

concentration (>290 mg/L) with the increase in pH, polynuclear boron species are formed. 

Therefore, only mononuclear species boric acid B(OH)3 and borate ion B(OH)4
- are presented in 

seawater. The average concentration of boron in seawater is around 4.5 mg/L, whereas the 

maximum could reach 15 mg/l, but this case is infrequent. Boric acid is very weak and dissociates 

in water as Lewis acid by accepting a hydroxyl ion to from a tetrahydroxyborate ion as follows (4, 

11,17):  

𝐵(𝑂𝐻)3 + 𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐵(𝑂𝐻)4
− + 𝐻+              𝑝𝐾𝑎 = 9.24 Eq. 1 
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Distribution of boric acid and borate ions depends mainly on the dissociation constant of boric 

acid Ka. The pKa value (-log(Ka)) of boric acid has been found to be pKa = 9.24 at 25 °C in fresh 

water (see Table 1.7).  Because of the relatively high pKa value of boric acid, its dissociation is 

limited at low or neutral pH values. The actual pKa value of boric acid depends on pH, temperature, 

and salinity of the feed solution. The most dominant parameter is the pH of the solution, which 

determines the ratio of boric acid and borate ions in water. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, borate ions 

dominate at higher pH values and boric acid at lower values. The dissociation constant of boric 

acid is also a function of feed temperature. As seen in Table 1.7, boric acid is soluble in freshwater 

and its solubility increases as water temperature increases. However, the pKa decreases as 

temperature increases (14,17,18). 

 

Table 1.7 Effect of temperature on water solubility and dissociation factor of boric acid. (17) 

Temperature (oC) Solubility of B(OH)3 (wt%) Ka.1010 pKa 

15 4.17 4.72 9.32 

20 4.65 5.25 9.27 

25 5.44 5.79 9.23 

50 10.24 8.32 9.07 

 

Several studies have been conducted to determine the correlation between the boric acid 

dissociation constant and other factors affecting parameters. Dickson examined the dissociation of 

boric acid over salinity ranges of 5000 - 45000 ppm and temperature ranges of 0-45 °C and found 

a formula to calculate the boric acid dissociation constant. Moreover, Culberson and Pytkowicks 

investigated the pressure coefficient of boric acid at pressures up to 1000 atm at temperature ranges 

of 2-22 °C. The distribution of boric acid and borate ions can be calculated from the equations 

found by Dickson and Culberson and Pytkowicks. As a conclusion, it was reported that the pKa 
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value decreases to 8.76 at 10 °C and 8.47 at 35 °C in a saline solution. Figure 1.4 presents the 

effect of salinity and temperature on the boric acid dissociation factor (13,17).  

 

1.5 Factors Influencing Boron Removal 

1.5.1 Affecting Parameters; pH, Temperature, Salinity, and Pressure  

Boric acid and borate ion distribution in seawater varies by the changes of other parameters such 

as pH, temperature, pressure, salinity and ion strength, as illustrated in Figure 1.5 In general, pH 

is the most dominant factor, while pressure effect is ignored at normal pressure ranges. However, 

boric acid dissociation increases as temperature and salinity increases (13,16). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Relationship between boric acid dissociation constant and (a) temperature, (b) salinity. (16) 
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It can be noticed in Figure 1.5 that each parameter has a different effect on boric acid distribution, 

and the relationship between boron removal percentage and affecting parameters cannot be easily 

determined. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a reliable design to optimize the boron removal 

process. Boron removal in RO membranes increases sharply at pH 8-10 and achieves more than 

~95% rejection. This is mainly due to the transformation of boric acid molecules into borate ions 

which can be easily separated by RO membranes due to their negative charge. With respect to the 

feed pressure, boron rejection increases as the feed pressure increases. However, previous studies 

proved that at very high pressure (750 psi/50 bar), boron rejection tends to decrease (13). 

 

Furthermore, the increase in feed salinity and temperature results in higher boron rejection. 

Theoretically, as temperature and salinity increases, the boric acid dissociation constant pKa 

decreases as shown in Figure 1.4, and hence, borate ion fraction increases. Subsequently, boron 

Figure 1.5 Boric acid and borate ion distribution percentage at a different range of (a) salinity, (b) 

temperature, (c) pH, and (d) pressure. (13) 
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rejection can be increased by only increasing feed salinity and temperature without pH adjustment. 

However, in laboratory scale and real applications, it was observed that in high salinity, boron 

removal percentage drops by approximately 25%. Therefore, the shift in pKa of the boric acid in 

response to the solution salinity is expected to exert some influence on the rejection of boron by 

RO membranes (13,16,19).   

 

1.5.2 Membrane Structure and Materials  

Reverse osmosis membranes are categorized under polymeric membranes materials. Both, 

integrally-skinned asymmetric membranes (ISA) and thin-film composite membranes have been 

used for RO applications (20). Figure 1.5 illustrates a chart of membranes categories. 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Membrane taxonomy chart. (20) 

 

1.5.2.1 Integrally-Skinned Asymmetric  (ISA) Membranes  

ISA membranes consist of a thin dense layer on top of a more porous sublayer. Both layers are 

formed at the same time and consist of the same polymer type, as illustrated in Figure 1.7 The top 
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layer controls the final membrane performance as it affects the separation parameters such as 

selectivity, performance and rejection. ISA membranes are formed by the phase inversion (via 

immersion) technique which was discovered by Loeb and Sourirajan. The thermodynamics 

conditions and the kinetics of the solvent and non-solvent exchange affect the morphology and 

thus the performance of the final formed membrane (21). 

 

1.5.2.2 Thin-Film Composite (TFC) Membranes  

Thin-film composite TFC is another class of polymeric membranes, which consist of an ultra-thin 

separating layer on top of the microporous support layer. The chemical structure of the ultrathin 

layer is different than the support, and thus, each can be formed independently to maximize the 

membrane performance. The material choice of the support layer must be based on providing the 

strongest mechanical stability. In contrast, the ultra-thin film layer controls the selectivity to 

provide high rejection (22).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Polymeric membrane structures for RO applications: (a) Integrally-skinned asymmetric 

(ISA), (b) Thin-film composite (TFC). (20) 
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Thin-film composite reverse osmosis membranes constitute the most successful category of 

membranes for large-scale industrial applications due to their combination of high water flux and 

salt rejection. Composite aromatic polyamide membranes via interfacial polymerization reaction 

have been the main enabling technology for membrane-based water purification. The interfacial 

polymerization technique consists of the formation of an ultrathin film on top of an asymmetric 

porous support by polymerization reaction occurring at the interface between two immiscible 

phases containing reactive monomers. The reaction proceeds quickly, forming a thin polyamide 

(PA) layer on the UF substrate, as shown in Figure 1.8 (22, 23). 

 

1.5.2.3 Composite Polyamide Membranes  

Composite polyamide membranes consist of two layers, a polysulfone support layer and a 

polyamide top layer; each is manufactured in a different step. The polysulfone layer is porous and 

highly permeable to water. The polyamide layer is formed by the reaction between acid chlorides 

and di-, tri-, or polyamines. After polysulfone is processed, interfacial polymerization reaction 

takes place at the polysulfone support surface, where two monomers react: meta-

phenylenediamine (MPD) containing amines group and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) containing 

carboxylic acid chloride group. This reaction formes the dense top layer with a thickness of ~1000-

2000 angstroms. This barrier is responsible for the passage of water and rejection of other dissolved 

Figure 1.8 Schematic of an interfacial polymerization reaction to form TFC membrane. (22)(23) 
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species. After interfacial polymerization, a large number of residual carboxylic acid and amine 

groups can remain in the polyamide layer. Overall, the resulting membrane has higher water flux 

and salt rejection than ISA membranes, and is relatively stable in a wide pH range (22). 

 

Figure 1.9 shows the structure of a partially crosslinked fully aromatic polyamide layer fabricated 

by reacting m-phenylenediamine (MPD) and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) on a polymeric support, 

first pioneered by Cadotte and commercially named FT-30. These membranes are currently 

emerging in the market and applied in more than 15,000 desalination plants (24).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 Aromatic polyamide structure via interfacial polymerization reaction between MPD-

TMC (24) 
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1.5.3 KAUST Synthesised Defect-Free TFC Membrane 

Prof. Ingo Pinnau’s group in the AMPMC at KAUST has successfully fabricated highly 

crosslinked, ultra-selective, defect-free MPD-TMC polyamide thin-film composite molecular 

sieve membranes. This novel TFC membrane was fabricated by varying three parameters: 1. 

Reaction time between organic TMC and aqueous diamine phases, 2. TMC concentration 

(wt/vol%), 3. Organic phase temperature (°C). Porous polysulfone support membranes were 

immersed in tap water for 24 hours followed by immersion in 2 wt/vol% of MPD dissolved in 

distilled water for 5 minutes. TMC (98% purity) was dissolved in a specific concentration in a 

hydrocarbon solvent (Isopar) and then poured onto the polysulfone surface, thereby initiating the 

reaction. After the specified reaction time the membrane was immediately washed three times with 

30 ml off heated Isopar and isopropanol. Finally, the membrane was dried at room temperature for 

48 hours (24). The prepared TFC membrane is defined by the following conditions as:  

Membrane Reaction time (s) Concentration (wt/vol%) Temperature (°C) m 

300s-0.1TMC-100C 300 0.1 100 0.89 

Table 1.8 List of monomers and polymers used to prepare thin film composite (TFC) membranes by 

interfacial polymerization (20) 
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Longer reaction times presumably allow more MPD to penetrate into the reaction zone forming 

additional polyamide and thus closing any defects in the ultrathin-film by a diffusion-driven self-

healing process, as schematically shown in Figure 1.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For use in RO processes, fabrication of TFC membranes has been shown to be more expensive 

than the fabrication of ISA membranes. On the other hand, TFC membranes exhibit better 

performance, with higher fluxes and rejection which balance their higher cost. The better 

performance of TFCs is due to the formation of a thin film and support layer, each at different 

steps, which gives the optimum or desired results. The ultra-thin layer can be optimized to provide 

maximum flux and rejection, while the support can be formed at a maximum mechanical strength 

and compression resistance. The top layer usually has a thickness of several thousand angstroms, 

while the spongy support is typically backed by a macroporous polyester non-woven. The overall 

thickness of the membrane is 0.15-0.2 mm. Additionally, a vast variety of chemical compositions 

can be selected to form ultrathin film layers including both cross-linked and linear polymers. 

Figure 1.10 Proposed in-situ pore plugging process during long-term interfacial 

polymerization of the thin-film composite membrane. (24) 
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Aromatic polyamide layers in TFCs are composed of cross-linked and linear polymer backbones 

which results in more hydrophilic membranes and better chemical resistance (20, 22).  Optimized 

commercial RO membranes must have very high water permeability with high rejection of 

dissolved solids/ions feed solutes. As pH varies depending on the water source, RO membranes 

must also be stable over a wide range of pH and temperature (23). 

  

1.5.4 Membrane Chemistry and Behavior  

Boron removal performance is significantly influenced by the chemical and physical 

characteristics of a given RO membrane. Figure 1.11 Illustrates the structure of boric acid, sodium 

ion, chloride ion and water, as well as a size comparison. Boric acid has a trigon structure, it is 

uncharged and non-polar, and hence it interacts with membrane materials in a very different 

manner than other charged ions and polar water molecules. The average radius of boric acid is 

only 2.1 Å, that is double the size of water molecules, which makes its separation based on size 

difference difficult. In contrast, the rejection of borate ions is more efficient due to its negative 

charge and hydrated layer, and thus it is rejected in a similar way to other anionic species (i.e., 

chloride) (18,19, 25). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11 Symmetric structure of boric acid and size comparison of water molecules, borate ions, 

and salt species. (18) 
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The polymeric membrane produces a surface charge when brought into contact with an aqueous 

solution. The surface charge is due to adsorption of an ion from the solution close to the surface 

or dissociation of the membrane surface ionic group. This charge affects the distribution of ions at 

the membrane-solution interface; counterions are attracted to the membrane surface, while co-ions 

are repelled from it. The charge at the membrane-solution interface is different from the charge of 

the bulk aqueous solution. Subsequently, an electrical double layer forms at the membrane surface 

as shown in Figure 1.12 The distribution of this layer can be described by the concept of a plane 

of shear. The charge distribution is divided into a stationary layer (or stern layer) where ions are 

attracted to the membrane surface and a diffusive layer where ions are less affected by the 

membrane surface charge. The shear plane separates the stationary part of the electric double layer 

from the diffusive part. The electrical potential at the shear plane is called Zeta potential. It can be 

defined as the potential decay between the membrane surface and the aqueous medium at the shear 

plane. Zeta potential can be determined by several electrokinetic measurements, the most suitable 

technique for a flat sheet membrane surface is the so-called streaming potential. For RO 

membranes, streaming potential is the induced potential the electrolyte solution flows tangentially 

to the membrane (25-27).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12 Electron Double Layer Model (EDL). (19) 
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1.6 Boron Removal Technologies, Designs, and Cost  

Desalination cost per volume varies depending on the required boron concentration in the 

permeate; a lower boron concentration will lead to higher production cost. Typical water 

production cost for boron concentration of 0.6-1 mg/L is 0.38-0.50 $/m3, whereas for concentration 

of 0.3-0.5 mg/L it costs 0.48-0.60 $/m3. Several desalination designs have been developed to 

reduce boron removal costs. Redondo et al. investigated five design concepts in technical and 

economic perspectives (13). The five proposed concepts are shown in Table 1.9 Glueckstern and 

Priel proposed eight optimized design concepts to minimize boron removal cost. They reported 

that the production cost could be easily reduced by hybridization of the second pass RO system 

with selective boron resins (BSR). However, this process must be optimized because the product 

salinity is much higher than a typical two-pass system. Furthermore, Taniguchi et al. conducted a 

comprehensive study and concluded that a combination of SWRO, BWRO, and BSR is a cost-

effective method associated with high boron removal. Regardless of all proposed design concepts 

and optimized ones, it was approved and agreed that the required boron concentration in RO 

permeates, is the dominant factor for boron removal costs (13,28,29).   
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Table.1.9 Designs of boron removal technology (29) 

 

 

1.7. Dead-End vs. Cross-Flow Filtration System 

The majority of RO applications reported in literature have been obtained on lab-scale setups using 

dead-end filtration system, whereas industrial applications were performed in cross-flow 

configuration systems. Figure 1.13 shows a schematic diagram of a membrane filtration system 

with dead-end and cross-flow module. In the dead-end system, the feed is forced across the 

membrane by applying a pressure perpendicular to the membrane surface, whereas in a cross flow 

system, the feed flow parallel to the membrane surface.  
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Figure 1.13 Schematic representation of membrane filtration system design: (a) dead-end, (b) cross 

flow. (23)  

 

The feed hydrodynamics in cross-flow generally induce higher fluxes. However, the overall effect 

on membrane performance is difficult to predict since concentration polarization might lower the 

rejection while fouling phenomena may increase membrane rejection. Fouling is defined as the 

process resulting in loss of membrane performance due to the deposition of substances on the 

external membrane surface or within pores. Fouling can be in the form of a cake layer or solute 

adsorption on the membrane surface. Concentration polarization is a fouling mechanism that refers 

to the accumulation of retained solutes at membrane boundary layer. It results in higher solute 

concentration at the membrane surface than in the bulk solution.  

 

1.8. Full-Scale Desalination Plant 

A typical single-pass, seawater desalination plant operates at permeate flux between 12-15 L/m2·h, 

a temperature of 18-26 °C, pH range of 7-8.5, and recovery of 40-50%. Under these operation 

conditions, the produced permeate salinity is within the potable limit. However, boron 

concentration is usually higher than 0.5 mg/L, which does not meet the guidelines of WHO for 
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boron concentration in freshwater (30). Figure 1.14 (a) shows a simple diagram of a single-pass 

SWRO process (31). 

 

Therefore, multi-pass configuration for SWRO desalination is usually required to reduce boron 

permeate concentration. Double-pass RO is the most commonly used configuration for seawater 

desalination, as illustrated in Figure 1.14 (b). The process consists of a SWRO primary unit where 

most of the TDS are rejected, followed by a BWRO unit that is specialized for boron removal. For 

effective boron removal by BWRO, permeate from the first pass is alkalized up to 10-11 pH by 

dosing with NaOH. To decrease the BWRO footprint, part of the SWRO can be delivered directly 

to the final water product (31). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1.14 (a) Single-pass and (b) double-pass membrane configuration in SWRO desalination 

(31) 
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An example of successful and highly effective boron removal is achieved in the Ashkelon, Israel 

Seawater Desalination Plant. It is the world’s largest SWRO desalination with an advanced design 

that can handle a capacity of 326144 m3/day. The plant consists of four units in series to desalinate 

seawater, producing potable water with less than 0.3 mg/L boron. Figure 1.15 illustrates the 

process diagram of the Ashkelon SWRO plant (32). 

 

 

Figure 1.15 Schematic of the desalination process used in Ashkelon SWRO plant. (31) 
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Chapter 2  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Solution-Diffusion Model 

Transport of water and solute through a non-porous polymeric membrane can be described using 

the solution-diffusion model developed by Lonsdale et al. This model is the earliest and simplest 

model used for explaining boron transport through RO membranes (18,19). The solution-diffusion 

model describes the transport of water and solute by three stages: sorption, diffusion, and 

desorption, as shown in Figure 2.1. (33) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The model was developed based on the assumption that the fluids on the two sides of the membrane 

are at equilibrium with the membrane material, which means that the rate of diffusion is lower than 

that of sorption and desorption. The principal transport equations of water and solute can be 

expressed as: 

𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴𝑤(∆𝑃 − ∆𝜋) Eq. 2 

𝐽𝑠 = 𝐵𝑠(𝐶𝑀 − 𝐶𝑃) Eq. 3 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of (a) water and (b) salt concentration profiles in a polymeric 

membrane. (33) 
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where, 𝐽𝑤 is the volumetric water flux (m3 m-2 s-1), 𝐽𝑠  is the solute mass flux (kg m-2 s-1), 𝐴𝑤 is the 

pure water permeance (m3 m-2 s-1 bar-1), 𝐵𝑠 is the solute permeance (m s-1), ∆𝑃 is the applied 

pressure difference (bar) ∆𝜋 is the osmotic pressure difference between the two sides of the 

membrane (bar),  𝐶𝑀 and 𝐶𝑃 are the solute concentrations at the membrane surface in the feed and 

permeate side (kg.m-3), respectively (19,31,34). The unit for the solute permeance, Bs, was 

obtained by dividing the solute mass flux by its driving force, which is the difference in solute 

concentration C. Hence, it leads to the following unit: (kg m-2 s-1 m3 kg-1), and by simplifying 

this unit we get (m s-1). 

 

2.2 Irreversible Thermodynamic Model      

Alternatively, water and solute transport in RO membranes can be expressed by the irreversible 

thermodynamic model developed by Kedem and Katchalsy. It is the most widely used model for 

describing boron transport through RO membranes, and it is an extended form of the solution-

diffusion model. However, this model assumes that the membrane is not so far from equilibrium. 

The flux of water and solute across the membrane can be expressed as: 

𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴𝑤(∆𝑃 − 𝜎∆𝜋) Eq. 4 

𝐽𝑠 = 𝐵𝑠∆𝐶 + (1 − 𝜎)𝐽𝑤�̅� Eq. 5 

 

where 𝜎 is the reflection coefficient that indicates the extent of the boron/water coupling or the 

imperfection of the membrane surface (dimensionless), C is the superficial aqueous phase boron 

concentration, which is assumed to be in equilibrium with the concentration of solute in the 

membrane phase (kg m-3), and �̅� is the average log mean of the solute concentration of the feed 

and permeate side (kg.m-3) (34, 35).  
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The first term in Equation 5 represents the solute transport by diffusion, while the second term 

expresses the solvent (water) transport by convection. It can be noted that the osmotic pressure is 

corrected by the reflection coefficient, which represents the extent of convective transport of solute 

coupled with water across the membrane. The reflection coefficient approaches zero for a porous 

membrane, (i.e., thus no osmotic pressure), and unity for a very dense membrane, where there is 

almost no coupling of solute and water, and thus solute transport by convection becomes 

negligible. However, for boron transport/rejection by the RO membrane, the reflection coefficient 

was found to be smaller than 1, and it was characteristic for boric acid and borate ions. Using 

SWRO membranes, it was estimated to be 0.98 and >0.996 for boric acid and borate ions, 

respectively (19,34,35). 

 

It is important to note that the solute concentration at the membrane surface (CM) is different than 

that in the bulk solution (CF), due to concentration polarization phenomenon. The expression 

representing the transport of solute (boron) in the concentration polarization layer can be derived 

from film theory: 

𝐶𝑀 − 𝐶𝑃

𝐶𝐹 − 𝐶𝑃
= exp (

𝐽𝑤

𝑘
) 

Eq. 6 

 

where, 𝑘 =
𝐷

𝛿
 is the mass transfer coefficient of solute/boron (m s-1) and 𝛿 is the thickness of the 

boundary layer (m).  

 

The overall rejection (R) of solute by the membrane can be expressed as follows: 

𝑅 = (
𝐶𝐹 − 𝐶𝑃

𝐶𝐹
) ×  100% 

Eq. 7 
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A significant drawback of the irreversible thermodynamic model is that it neglects the pores in the 

membrane structure, it treats it as a solid surface, and thus no insight transport mechanism of the 

membrane is provided. Hence, this model is not useful for optimizing separation processes based 

on the membrane structure, material and physicochemical properties (19,34,35). 

 

The overall rejection depends on the water and solute (boron) transport properties of the membrane 

material. The solution-diffusion model defines the overall permeability of a polymeric membrane 

to a given water/solute in terms of sorption and diffusion transport properties: 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖 × 𝑆𝑖 Eq. 8 

 

where, 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusion coefficient, and 𝑆𝑖 is the sorption coefficient of component i in the 

polymer. Equation 9 is a derived equation from the analysis of the governing flux equations 

mentioned earlier (33,36).  

 

The characteristic permeability selectivity of a polymeric membrane can be described as the ratio 

of permeability values. For desalination purposes, selectivity is defined as the ratio of water 

permeability to solute permeability (33,36): 

𝛼 =
𝑃𝑤

𝑃𝑠
=

𝐷𝑤

𝐷𝑠
×

𝑆𝑤

𝑆𝑠
 

Eq. 9 
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Chapter 3 . LAB-SCALE EVALUATION OF BORON REJECTION 

Boron rejection and transport mechanisms across thin-film composite RO membranes were 

studied by conducting two main experiments as follows: 

● Experiment 1. Dead-end filtration system, five RO membranes. 

● Experiment 2. Cross-flow filtration system, three RO membranes. 

 

 A total of five RO membranes were tested, four of these were provided by commercial 

membrane companies: Sepro, Koch, and Toray and one was fabricated at the KAUST 

laboratory. The boron feed concentration was 5 ppm in the form of boric acid. Experiments 

were conducted at a constant temperature (room temperature) and pressure of 230 psi. Each 

membrane was tested at different pH values: 6, 8 and 10. The main objective of this 

experiment was to investigate boron transport mechanisms across RO membranes, 

specifically, the defect-free KAUST TFC membrane.  

  

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Membranes 

Five flat sheet membranes were obtained from different RO membrane manufacturers. All 

are thin-film composite polyamide membranes. Three membranes were designed for 

SWRO, one for BWRO, and the last one mainly for gas separation (H2/CO2). All 

membranes showed NaCl rejection of >99.5%. The specifications of these membranes are 

presented in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Manufacturers specifications of RO membranes. 

Manufacturer 
Model 

number 

Flux 

(gfd/LMH) 

NaCl 

Rejection (%) 

Test pressure  

(psi, bar) 
Remarks 

Sepro RO4 20.0/34 99.5 800/55.2 SWRO 

Koch -XR 25.9/44 99.75 235/22.1 BWRO 

Toray 

Toray 

80B 17.6/30 99.8 800/55.2 SWRO 

80BL 27.0/46 99.8 800/55.2 SWRO 

KAUST Defect-free - - - GS 

 

3.1.2 Chemicals 

Boric acid tablets (1 g) were used as a source of boron in the feed. Sodium carbonate 

(Na2CO3) powder was used to prepare 0.1M and 1M solution for pH adjustment in the feed. 

For the electrokinetic analyzer experiments, 0.1M HCl and 1M NaOH solutions were used 

to change the pH passing over the membrane surfaces. Finally, samples were diluted in 2% 

HNO3 for ICP-OES boron analysis. All chemicals were provided by the Sigma-Aldrich 

company. Chemical solids and powders were diluted with distilled water (Milli-Q water) 

for stock solution preparation. 

 

3.2 Experiment Set-ups 

3.2.1 Experiment 1. Dead-End Module  

A schematic diagram of the lab-scale dead-end filtration experiment setup is displayed in 

Figure 3.1. The main apparatus used in this experiment are: 

- Dead-end cells (Sterlitech) 

- Gas cylinder, 99.999% nitrogen (AHG Speciality Gas Center) 

- Analogue pressure gauge (Omegadyne) 
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- Magnetic stirrer 

- Pipes and valves (Swagelok) 

 

Three lab-scale dead-end cells were connected in series to perform the filtration process. In 

each run, the same type of membrane was placed in three cells. Thus, every single type was 

replicated three times to collect more accurate data. As it is a batch process, the feed was 

injected directly into the cells which have a maximum of 300 mL feed volume. A stirrer 

mixer was placed inside the cells a few millimeters above the membrane and the cells were 

positioned on top of a magnetic stirrer plate. This setup was essential to provide perfect 

mixing and high shear force to reduce solid cake build up on the membrane surface. 

Nitrogen cylinder gas (99.99%) was connected through pipes to supply the system with the 

necessary pressure needed to pressurize the feed solution. The feed pressure was monitored 

using an analogue pressure gauge, and it was controlled through relief valves. The pipes 

were used for connecting the system and delivering the pressure, while the valves directed 

the pressure flow through the pipes. All the pipes, valves and other fittings were made of 

stainless steel. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of lab-scale dead-end filtration experiment setup 

 

 

3.2.2 Experiment 2. Cross-Flow Module  

A schematic diagram of the lab scale cross-flow filtration experiment setup is displayed in 

Figure 3.2. The main apparatus used in this experiment consisted of: 

- Cross-flow cells  

- Pump (Marathon Electric) 

- Temperature regulator (Thermo Scientific, PHOENIX II) 

- Analogue pressure gauge (Omegadyne) 

- Pipes and valves (Swagelok) 

 

Six lab-scale cross-flow filtration units were installed and arranged as shown in Figure 3.2. 

Each permeation cell unit contained the same type of membrane. Hence, each membrane 

was tested and replicated three times. The cell system was connected to a pump in order to 
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pressurize the cell holder. The feed was pumped to the membrane using another pump with 

a flow rate of 1 L/min. Feed and concentrate pressure was monitored using an analogue 

pressure gauge. The applied pressure was adjusted using relief valves. All valves and pipes 

used to hold high pressure were made of stainless steel. Plastic tubes were used for feed 

inlet and permeate outlet. Thermoregulation was used for controlling the feed water. Oil 

was circulated as thermal fluid in a closed loop inside the coil immersed in the feed tank to 

allow heat exchange. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of lab-scale cross-flow filtration experiment setup.  

 

3.3. Experiment Procedure  

3.3.1 Membrane Preparation 

The membranes were received as large dry flat sheets, stored at room temperature and 

closed containers. Flat-sheet coupons of each membrane type were cut using a laser 

machine with appropriate sizes as follows: 

● Experiment 1. Circle flat sheets with a diameter of 2 inches (dead-end cell) 

● Experiment 2. Triangle flat sheets of 34.5 cm2 (cross-flow cells)  
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The membrane coupons were first washed with DI water and then soaked in RO water for 

at least 24 hours to remove external contaminants and adapt the membranes to the wet 

environment. Subsequently, the membranes were soaked in isopropanol (2-propanol) for 5 

minutes. Finally, the membranes were washed and immersed in Milli-Q water for a 

minimum of 15 minutes.  Finally, the membranes were placed inside the test cells and 

pressurized for 12 hours.  

 

3.3.2 Feed Preparation 

A stock solution of boron was first prepared to be used for both experiments. The stock 

solution was prepared by dissolving a 1 g tablet of boric acid into 1000 mL distilled water 

(Milli-Q water) which gave a stock solution of 1000 ppm boric acid. 

 

 Experiment 1. Dead-end module  

The previously prepared stock solution was then diluted in Milli-Q water to get a 5 mg/L 

boron concentration. As DI was used, the measured TDS concentration was very low and 

ignored. The feed pH was measured before running the tests, which indicated pH6 at room 

temperature. For the second and third tests, droplets of 1M sodium carbonate Na2CO3 was 

added to adjust the feed pH to 8pH and 10pH, respectively.   

 

 Experiment 2. Cross-flow module  

The appropriate amount of stock solution was poured directly and gradually into the feed 

tank of 12 L Milli-Q water. The system was running, and feed concentration was monitored 

each hour to obtain a boron concentration of 5 ppm. The pH was also monitored and set to 
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6, 8 and 10 pH by adding droplets of 1M sodium carbonate Na2CO3 into the feed tank. The 

temperature was set to room temperature using the feed temperature controller.  

  

3.3.3 Filtration Experiments 

● Experiment 1. Dead-end module  

Three coupons of each membrane type were placed carefully at the bottom of three separate 

membrane test cells and each cell was filled with 250 mL of milli-Q water. Cells were 

attached to the system by pipes, relief and needle valves were opened, and the gas cylinder 

valve was then gradually switched on from 0 to 235 psi to pressurize the system. The above 

process was necessary to avoid any potential damage to the membrane samples due to 

sudden applied pressure and addition of more concentrated solution. It was also useful to 

check the leakage in the system and ensure that the membrane was performing at the 

expected flux. Subsequently, the cells are filled with 250 mL feed solution of 5 mg/L boron. 

A stirrer was placed inside the cells, a few millimeters above the membrane. Valves were 

opened, and the system was pressured above the osmotic pressure. A permeate of 150 mL 

was collected in a plastic container, while solute was retained in the feed. The experiment 

was repeated three times at constant operation conditions, but with three different pH of 6, 

8 and 20, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the experimental operation conditions. 

 

 Experiment 2. Cross-flow module  

Flat coupons of the membrane were carefully placed inside the membrane cells with skin 

facing downside. 12 L of Milli-Q water was added to the feed tank, and the high-pressure 

pump and temperature regulator were then switched on. A feed flow rate of 1 L/min was 
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then gradually adjusted, and the system was then steadily pressurized from 0 to 230 psi. 

System leakage was checked at every 50 psi increment. After 12 hours, the boric acid stock 

solution was carefully added to the feed tank to reach 5 ppm. The feed pH was adjusted to 

6, 8 and 10 by adding Na2CO3 solution, while the pH was measured using a pH meter. In 

fact, the first experiment was run without pH adjustment as the feed pH was almost 6. In 

the second steps pH was gradually increased to avoid any damage to the membrane caused 

by the sudden addition of salt solution. After approximately every 12 hours for three days, 

the feed and permeate samples were collected to measure boron rejection. Additionally, 

flux was manually measured while collecting permeate.  

 

Table 3.2 Experiment operation conditions 

Parameter  Value  

Boron feed concentration  5 mg/L 

Feed Flow rate 1 L/min 

Temperature Room temperature, 21 °C 

Pressure 235 psi/16.5 bar 

pH 6, 8, 10 

 

3.3.4 Sampling and Data Collecting 

● Experiment 1. Dead-end module 

For each type of membrane, the test was run until 150 mL were collected in the permeate.  

A stopwatch was used to measure the time taken by each membrane to reach the required 

permeate volume; the data were then used to calculate the permeate flux. Permeate was 

collected into sampling bottles while retained or concentrated feed samples were collected 

directly from the test cells. Boron rejection was then calculated using Equation 7. 
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Indeed, there was no individual stream entering the feed or leaving as retentate in the dead-

end system. Thus, the solute rejected by the membrane was retained in the feed. Hence, the 

concentrated feed had to be considered in the denominator of equation 7.  The averaged 

feed concentration can be approximated by taking the logarithmic mean as follows: 

𝜉 =
𝑥 − 𝑦

𝑙𝑛𝑥 − 𝑙𝑛𝑦
 

Eq. 10 

 

Where, x is initial feed concentration (before running the test), and y is 

retained/concentrated feed concentration (after running the test). 

 

● Experiment 2. Cross-flow module 

For each different feed pH solution (6, 8, and 10), the experiment ran for three days. 

Samples of feed and permeate were collected every 12 hours. The sample volume was only 

10 ml to not disturb the balance of boron feed concentration. It was also sufficient volume 

to carry out elemental analysis using the ICP instrument. Permeate and feed collecting 

samples points are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The used sample bottles were made of plastic, 

to avoid any leaching of borosilicate from the glassware.  Water flux was measured using 

the same procedure as in the dead-end cell system. Boron rejection was calculated using 

Equation 7.  
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3.4 Analytical Methods 

3.4.1 Elemental Analysis  

3.4.1.1 Boron Analysis 

Boron concentration was determined using Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission 

Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) model Avio 500 of Perkin-Elmer. ICP-OES is a trace-level 

elemental analysis that uses the emissions spectra of a sample to identify and quantify 

elements by their characteristic emission lines and intensity of the same lines, respectively. 

This technique was chosen because it can measure trace elements at very low 

concentrations. Before analysis, calibration was performed with a standard solution of 0.5, 

5 and 50 ppm boron concentration. During the analysis, each sample was replicated three 

times to give an accurate value. 

 

3.4.1.2 PH and TDS Measurements 

The feed TDS and pH were checked before running each test. The TDS concentration was 

measured using a Myron L Ultrameter II 6Psi, for both feed solution and permeate. pH 

measurements were taken using a Thermo Scientific Orion 8102BNUWP. Before each test, 

feed pH readings were taken three times, to ensure that the test would run at the desired pH 

value. The instrument probe was washed with Milli-Q water between each reading to 

remove contaminants. 
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3.4.2 Surface Characterization 

3.4.2.1 Membrane Surface Hydrophilicity (contact angle) 

Membrane wettability (hydrophilicity) was measured using the sessile drop method. The 

membrane samples were kept dry before taking the contact angle measurements. A droplet 

of 5.0 μL of DI water was carefully deposited onto the membrane surface. Following, all 

processes and measurements were recorded for 50 seconds. Contact angle values were 

automatically calculated by KRUSS software, as well as temperature measurements. 

 

3.4.2.2 Membrane Surface Charge 

Membrane streaming potential was measured using the Anton Paar/SurPASS electrokinetic 

analyzer over a range of pH values. The dimension of the electrode cells on which 

membranes were placed was 20 x 10 mm, and the cell gap height was adjusted to 

approximately 150 μm. Additionally, a 0.001M NaCl solution was prepared and then used 

as an electrolyte. The pH was adjusted manually using 0.1M HCl and 0.1M NaOH. The 

zeta potential was calculated using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation method at pH 4, 

6, 8 and 10, respectively.  
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Chapter 4 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Effect of pH of Feed Water on Boron Rejection 

In the first part of this experiment (dead-end system), boron removal was investigated for 

three commercial SWRO membranes, a BWRO membrane and KAUST-synthesized 

membrane.  Boron concentration in permeate, feed, and concentrated feed was measured 

using the ICP-OES instrument, and the values were then substituted into Equation 8 to 

obtain the boron rejection percentage. The dependence of boron rejection upon the pH of 

the feed water for all tested membranes is presented in Figure 4.1. Table 4.1 lists the boron 

rejection percentage at pH 6, 8 and 10.  The influence of pH increase in boron rejection has 

been widely studied in the past, and it was also demonstrated here that boron rejection 

increased at higher pH as all five membranes showed better performance at pH 10 than 8 

and 6. 

 

 Overall, it can be noticed that all membranes showed a large increase in boron removal 

when the feed pH increased from 8 to 10 while the difference was smaller when pH changed 

from 6 to 8. This can be explained by considering the dissociation constant of boric acid. 

As mentioned previously in Figure 1.5 (c), for freshwater at 25 °C, the boric acid 

dissociation constant pKa = 9.23 can be reached as pH increases. At neutral pH (7-8), 

uncharged boric acid was dominantly present in the aqueous medium. Boric acid can easily 

form hydrogen bonds with the active groups of the membranes, and it can diffuse in a 

similar way to water, which results in poor boron rejection. When pH increases, the reaction 

of boric acid and water molecules is enhanced according to the reaction shown in Equation 
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1, resulting in the production of borate ions. At higher pH (8.5-11), negatively charged 

borate ions become the dominant species, which are rejected to a greater extent by the RO 

membrane due to repulsion forces. Additionally, as previously illustrated, boric acid is 

poorly hydrated. In contrast, borate ions are well hydrated, and hence have a larger size 

than boric acid molecules which makes them more likely to be rejected by RO membranes, 

unlike boric acid which can diffuse through membrane pores (13,37,38).   

 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the influence of pH increases on the rejection of boron for the 

five tested membrane materials. The five RO membranes showed a small increase (less than 

8%) in boron rejection as the solution pH increases from 6 to 8. In contrast, a much more 

dramatic increase in boron rejection was observed for a pH increase from 8 to 10. The three 

SWRO membranes, RO4, 80LB, and 80B, exhibited similar rejection at pH 6 and 8. The 

differences in boron rejection were then increased as pH solution increased (at pH 10). 

Overall, the defect-free KAUST-made membrane showed the highest boron rejections of 

72.9, 76.6 and 94.1% at pH 6, 8 and 10, respectively. The SWRO Toray, 80LB membrane  

had the second highest boron rejection with 88.3% at  pH 10. In contrast, the Koch BWRO 

membrane showed the lowest performance, with boron rejection of 55.1, 62.3 and 77.1% 

at pH 6, 8 and 10 values, respectively. Table 4.1 lists the boron rejection percentage of all 

membranes at different pH values.  

 

From Figure 4.1, it can be noted that at the size-selective zone with pH less than 8.2, the 

rejection of all membranes was not as efficient as it was in the charge-controlled zone. 

Additionally, at pH > 8.2, the differences in boron rejection between all membranes became 
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greater, and the overall rejection was sharply increased. This behavior indicates that in 

dead-end test configuration, the electrostatic repulsion force had a higher impact on boron 

rejection than size exclusion. 

 

Table 4.1 Impact of feed solution pH on boron rejection for tested TFC membranes 

 

Membrane 

Boron Rejection (%) 

pH 6 pH 8 pH 10 

SWRO KAUST, defect-free 72.9 76.6 94.1 

SWRO Sepro, RO4 63.7 68.7 80.5 

SWRO Toray, 80B 63.6 69.5 84.1 

SWRO Toray, 80LB 65.8 70.4 88.3 

BWRO Koch, XR 55.1 62.3 77.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Boron rejection (%) at pH 6, 8, and 10 in the dead-end filtration system. 
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 display pH influence on boron rejection for the cross-flow system. 

Overall, boron rejection was higher in the cross-flow system than in dead-end mode 

operation for the same membrane materials at the three measured pH values. Again, the 

KAUST-made defect-free membrane showed a higher boron rejection, and it reached 

almost 99% at pH 10, while the 80LB membrane achieved 95% boron rejection. In contrast 

to the dead-end module, the differences in boron rejection by the two selected membranes 

decreased substantially as the feed solution pH increased. Moreover, the performance of 

both membranes increased sharply from pH 8 to 10 resulting in relatively high boron 

rejection compared to the results shown in Figure 4.1. This can be explained as follows: in 

the cross-flow system, concentration polarisation phenomena was less than in dead-end 

Figure 4.2. Boron rejection (%) under different pH conditions in dead-end filtration system 
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mode, which means that both size exclusion and charge repulsion mechanisms work 

effectively at high pH to reject the maximum amount of boric acid and borate ion molecules.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Boron rejection (%) at pH 6, 8, and 10 in the cross-flow filtration system 
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Additionally, Hyung and Kim (2006), explained the overall transport of boron through RO 

membranes by considering boric acid and borate ion permeability constants at different pH 

values. Subsequently, the following equation was developed to predict the permeability 

constant of boron: 

𝑃𝑠𝐵 = 𝛼0 × 𝑃𝑠(𝐻3𝐵𝑂3) + 𝛼1 × 𝑃𝑠(𝐻2𝐵𝑂3
−) Eq. 11 

 

Where 𝑃𝑠(𝐻3𝐵𝑂3) is the permeability constant of boric acid, and 𝑃𝑠(𝐻2𝐵𝑂3
−) is the 

permeability constant of borate ion. 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 are the boric acid and borate ion fraction 

respectively. They concluded that the boric acid permeability constant 𝑃𝑠(𝐻3𝐵𝑂3) was 

approximately 6 to 12 times higher than borate ion permeability constant 𝑃𝑠(𝐻2𝐵𝑂3
−). Once 

Figure 4.4 Boron rejection (%) under different pH conditions in the cross-flow filtration 

system 
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𝑃𝑠(𝐻3𝐵𝑂3) and 𝑃𝑠(𝐻2𝐵𝑂3
−) are determined, the overall permeability of boron can be 

calculated using the above equation at any pH value (35).  

 

It is worth mentioning that rejection of boron through the RO membrane is a combination 

of both size exclusion and charge repulsion force mechanisms. The size exclusion is always 

an underlying rejection mechanism of boron under most if not all conditions. However, it 

is mostly dominant at low pH solution medium where uncharged boric acid molecules exist. 

On the other hand, boron rejection at high pH is mostly controlled by charge repulsion 

which results in decreasing diffusive transport of boron (borate ion) through the membrane. 

The contribution of membrane surface characteristics and its impact on the boron removal 

mechanism is discussed in the following sections. 
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4.2 Water Flux and Boron Passage 

Figure 4.5 shows the water flux and boron passage at pH 6, 8, and 10 for all five membranes 

tested in the dead-end system. Figures 4.6, presents water flux and boron passage at pH 6, 

8 and 10 of the two membranes tested in the cross-flow system. It was observed that water 

flux was almost constant under different pH conditions, whereas boron passage was 

decreased as pH increased.  In Figure 4.5, at pH 6 and 8, it can be seen that the SWRO 

membranes with the highest water flux also had the highest boron passage and vice versa. 

However, the BWRO membrane, XR, showed a low flux with the highest boron passage.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Water flux and boron passage obtained in the dead-end system. 
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According to Shultz et al., there is a relationship between amine concentration in the 

polyamide layer and boron permeability. It was suggested that too high concentration of 

hydrophobic amines could reduce the permeability. At high amine concentration, the 

membrane permeability/flux dropped slightly without a significant increase in boron 

rejection (39).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Water flux and boron passage obtained in the cross-flow system. 
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4.3 Surface Characterization  

4.3.1 Zeta Potential of Membrane Surface 

The zeta potential of a RO membrane is one of the most important surface characteristics 

for membrane performance and rejection mechanisms. It is not the only indicator for boron 

removal, but it plays a critical role especially when the rejection partially depends on the 

repulsion mechanism. Polymeric membranes acquire a surface charge when brought into 

contact with an aqueous solution. This charge influences the distribution of boron (boric 

acid and borate ions) and hence its rejection by the membrane material. Membrane charge 

can be explained in different ways. When membranes are exposed to the aqueous solution, 

cations and anions flow at different rates. Anions are less hydrated, they do not chemically 

combine with water molecules, and hence they tend to flow toward the membrane surface. 

This behavior could be the reason behind the negative charge on most RO membranes 

(25,27).  

 

The zeta potential of RO membranes tested in this experiment was measured at different 

pH ranging from 4 to 10; the results are listed in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7. It is clear that 

the zeta potential value for all membranes increases as pH increases, as reported by 

Childress and Elimelech. The BWRO-type XR membrane had the narrowest surface charge 

range from -4 to -12.1 mV. In contrast, the SWRO-based 80LB membrane showed the 

maximum zeta potential range, and it was the most negatively charged surface at pH 6, 8 

and 10 with a zeta potential of -20.1, -38.8 and 48.2, respectively. The SWRO, defect-free 

KAUST, and RO4 membranes are comparable as they have similar zeta potential ranges. 

However, the defect-free KAUST membrane is more negative than RO4 at all pH values. 
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SWRO-type 80B and 80LB membranes, supplied by Toray, had similar zeta potential 

trends and were more negative than the other membranes. 

 

Table 4.2 Surface charge values of membrane surface at different pH values (0.001M NaCl) 

 

pH 

Zeta Potential 

KAUST 

Defect-free  

Sepro, RO4 Toray, 80LB Toray, 80B Koch, XR 

4 -1.0 6.3 0.7 2.8 -4.1 

6 -11.5 -2.1 -20.1 -15.3 -11 

8 -17.0 -8.1 -38.8 -28.0 -11.8 

10 -19.8 -15.8 -48.2 -41.4 -12.1 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Surface charge values of membrane surface at different pH values (0.001M NaCl) 
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Most studies explain that the negative zeta potential behavior of the TFC membranes can 

be attributed to dissociation of the active functional group. TFC polyamide membranes 

consist of carboxyl groups and amine groups as surface functional groups, which are 

ionizable in an aqueous medium under different pH values producing charge as follows: 

 

R-COOH = R-COO- + H+ 

R-NH3
+ = R-NH2+H+ 

 

At low pH (less than 3), protonation of amine groups is enhanced, and thus membrane 

surface charge becomes positive. At higher pH values, unreacted carboxyl groups are 

ionized in water, which results in negative membrane surface charge. Rejection of boron 

always occurs in this zone, where the membrane surface is negatively charged (Figure 4.3 

ans 4.3). Therefore, boron can easily pass through the membrane in the form of uncharged 

boric acid, while it is strongly rejected when it is in the form of negatively charged borate 

ions. It can be assumed that 80LB and 80B membranes have more unreacted carboxylic 

acid groups on their surface than other membranes, which results in more negative charge 

(25,27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Schematic of the adsorption of cations and anions onto polymeric membrane 

surface. (25) 
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According to Xie et al. membranes with less negative charges at different pH values are 

referred to as the low fouling membranes for water reclamation. Fouling becomes severe 

when colloids and ions accumulate at the membrane surface with a high negative charge < 

-30 mV. Subsequently, although SWRO, 80LB, and 80B membranes seem to have stronger 

repulsion forces than other membranes due to their higher negative charges at pH 8 and 10, 

they may be more exposed to fouling during filtration experiments than defect-free 

KAUST, RO4 and XR membranes. Additionally, treatments, coatings and added chemicals 

such as surfactants during the membrane formation process may also increase the negative 

surface charge (27). 

 

4.3.2 Contact Angle Measurement  

Contact angles of all membrane surfaces determined by the sessile drop method are shown 

in Table 4.3; an average of 10 measurements were taken for every single membrane. The 

fitting method used was the Young-Laplace method. The more hydrophilic surfaces showed 

a lower contact angle.  Because the membranes were synthesized differently, the contact 

angle varies. The defect-free KAUST membrane and RO4 surface show lower contact 

angles than other membranes. It is clear that these membranes are highly hydrophilic with 

contact angles of 26.9° and 29.4° respectively, followed by Koch membrane with a contact 

angle of 41.8°. In contrast, Toray 80B and 80LB surfaces have similar and the highest 

contact angles of 54.2° and 50.0°, respectively. Figure 4.9 presents measured contact angles 

for all membrane surfaces.  
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Table 4.3 Contact angle measurement for the RO membranes 

Membrane Defect-Free Sepro, RO4 Toray, 80LB Toray, 80B Koch, XR 

Contact Angle (°C) 26.9 29.4 50.7 54.2 41.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Contact angle measurements for all membrane surfaces. 

 

On the other hand, the surface of polyamide TFC membranes is known to be rough rather 

than smooth. The measured contact angle by the sessile drop method may not give accurate 

measurements of surface contact angles. Therefore, the membrane surface was analyzed 

using AFM to determine surface roughness of all five membranes. Table 4.4 lists values for 

roughness and effective surface area for each membrane, as determined by AFM analysis. 

The corrected contact angle was then calculated, considering surface roughness using the 

following equation: 
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𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 =
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑅

𝑅
 

Eq. 12 

 

Where R is the ratio between actual area and projected area.  Figure 4.10, displays the values 

of the corrected contact angle of all five membranes (40). 

 

Table 4.4 Roughness and surface area of TFC membranes 

Membrane Roughness (RMS) Surface area (µm2) 

Defect-free 338.8 225.4 

RO4 145.4 160.6 

80LB 93 176.2 

80B 61.1 164.5 

XR 2.0 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

° 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Corrected contact angle in terms of surface roughness. 
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Table 4.5 Corrected contact angle for the RO membranes 

Membrane Defect-Free Sepro, RO4 Toray, 80LB Toray, 80B Koch, XR 

Contact Angle (°C) 67.9 57.1 68.9 69.1 41.8 

  

 

4.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Images of membrane surfaces analyzed by AFM are shown in Figure 4.11. All SWRO 

membranes showed the typical ridge-and-valley structure of aromatic polyamide 

membranes. The SWRO membranes showed roughness ranging from 338.8-61 RMS (Root 

Mean Square). However, BWRO membrane XR does not follow the trend of other 

membranes. Although it is a polyamide membrane, its surface is very smooth with a very 

low roughness of 2.0 RMS. It seems that this membrane surface may have a coating which 

changes its surface characteristics. 

 

The defect-free KAUST membrane showed the roughest surface and highest membrane 

surface area of 338.8 rms and 225 µm2, respectively, which resulted in a large change of its 

corrected contact angle. Values in Figure 4.10 and Table 4.4 help to explain the data 

presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Because the defect-free KAUST membrane was not the 

most hydrophilic membrane, it could be one of the factors affecting water and solute flux. 

Additionally, as the XR membrane seems to have another layer or coating, that also 

corresponds to its low water flux. Other membranes, 80LB and 80B, do not show an 

effective change in contact angle, and their roughness is typical to what was found in 

previous studies. 
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Figure 4.11 Membrane surface roughness analyzed by AFM 

 

4.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy SEM 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show images of membrane surfaces analyzed with 50kX and 100kX 

magnifications by SEM. As confirmed by AFM (Figure 4.11), all SWRO membranes had 

the surface structure of a typical polyamide TFC membrane. Also, coinciding with AFM 
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analysis, the BWRO, XR membrane showed the smoothest surface, and the defect-free 

KAUST and RO4 membranes had the roughest surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 SEM images for TFC membranes with 50kX magnifications  
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Figure 4.13 SEM images for TFC membranes with 100 kX magnifications. 
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Chapter 5 . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Lab-scale experiments performed with five TFC RO membrane types demonstrated that the 

pH value had a strong influence on boron rejection. At high pH >9, boron rejection 

increased significantly for all membrane types, principally due to dissociation of boric acid 

to negatively charged borate ions, which enhanced charge repulsion. Although the defect-

free KAUST membrane had only moderate negative charges at high pH it exhibited the 

highest boron rejection at all pH conditions due to its tight sieving structure. The Toray 

SWRO 80LB and 80B membranes showed the highest negative charges of all membranes 

tested which boosted their boron rejection at high pH. As expected, the BWRO membrane 

showed lower boron rejection compared to the tighter SWRO membranes. For all 

membranes, water flux was almost constant under different pH conditions, whereas boron 

passage decreased as pH increased. 

 

Surface analysis illustrated that all tested membranes had negative charge under the tested 

pH range. Images of membrane surfaces showed that all membranes had a ridge-and-valley 

structure, except the XR-BWRO membrane. Toray 80LB and 80B membranes had the most 

negative surface charge of -48 and -41 mV, respectively. Defect-free KAUST membranes 

displayed the roughest membrane surface of 338 RMS. The defect-free KAUST membrane 

demonstrated better boron rejection than commercially available TFC membranes. This 

sugests that boron transport through interfacial polymerized TFC membranes is 

significantly affected by the membrane defects. In future work, defect-free TFC membrane 

with higher negative charge should be developed, which could further enhanced their boron 
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rejection. With advanced research, this membrane type has the potential to achieve the 

required boron concentration level with lower pH value or with lower power consumption 

in multi-pass SWRO systems. 

 

As discussed earlier, boron rejection performance is affected by size exclusion and charge 

repulsion mechanisms, hence, further investigations are required to optimize the physical 

properties of the ultra-selective defect-free polyamide layer. It is suggested to investigate 

the possibility of increasing water flux in the KAUST, defect-free KAUST TFC membrane 

without sacrificing boron rejection by using alternative polyamides based on piperazine 

instead of m-phenylenediamine.  
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